Abstract. We present a linear algorithm which generates randomly and with uniform probability many kinds of trees: binary trees, ternary trees, arbitrary trees, forests of p k-ary trees ..... The algorithm is based on the definition of generic trees which can be coded as words. These words, in turn. are generated in linear time.
9
,,% o, The two first symbols (vertex and classical edge) are the same as the items which permit the construction of normal trees: we will see ater that these symbols will be in correspondence with the vertices and edges of the forest F, in a forest decomposed into pattems (F, .M, f), The semiedges will also be mapped to edges of F; they differ from the classical edges by the fact that they are connected to only one vertex. A multiedge will correspond to a sequence of consecutive edges of arbitrary cardinality, including zero. ', a'c', and c'd'. Another way of representing a forest split by a pattern (F, M. f) is sometimes helpful. To indicate the mapping f, we mark in F the vertices and edges of F which correspond to the vertices and multiedges of the initial pattern. The previous example can also be shown as follows:
Definition of
We use this representation in the future if it defines the function f unambiguously.
Forests of Trees Decomposed into Patterns.
We now define what it means for a forest to be decomposed into patterns. Let M i ..... Mk be k patterns, let a i, a2 ..... ak be a set of positive integers, and let.A/I = ((MI, al) ..... (M~, ak)) be the multiset formed by the set of patterns Mi whose multiplicity is ai. We call (F, .M, f) a forest of trees decomposed into patterns if and only if:
9 u E ]1, kl, the restriction of f to the components of the patterns found in (Mi, ai) cuts one by one the ai patterns Mi into F. 9 f is a bijective function (i.e., f maps two distinct symbols of .A,4 to two distinct elements (or groups of elements) of T and the image set of f is the set of elements of F). The forests of trees decomposed into patterns have the advantage that they can be enumerated easily (see [DZ! ]) . We see that if we denote by: 9 n the number of vertices in .A4, 9 e the number of classical edges in M = ((ml, al) ..... (mk, ak)), 9 c the number of semiedges of.AA, 9 d the number of multiedges of.3,4, Z k 9 S = j=l aj, the number of forests decomposed into patterns (F, .A/l, f) such that the forest F has p trees is equal to
Further on we will see how a forest decomposed into patterns can be generated in linear time.
REMARK. Sometimes when we get a forest F and a multiset of patterns .A//there exists a unique mapping f satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.3. This property can be very useful for generating the more common types of forests. Indeed, suppose that we have a multiset A4 and that for all forests decomposed into patterns (F, A4, f) such that F has p trees, the mapping f is uniquely defined by F and .A4. In this case we have a l-I correspondence between the forests decomposed into patterns (F, .A/I, f) and the forests F. Therefore, if we have an algorithm that builds a forest decomposed into patterns, we will have an algorithm that builds most forests of interest.
However, in some cases we have several possible mappings. For instance, consider All = (( 9 l), (Mz, I)) and F defined by 9 The language C consists of the words formed with the symbols x, y, (,), f, xj, y J,
Next we define a language/3 that is a subset of .A./3 will allow us to code the patterns. There are also two subsets of C called 7) and E which are in 1-1 correspondence with some trees defined above and with forests decomposed into patterns, respectively.
REMARK. If we fix a muitiset .M = ((M], a] ) ..... (Mk, ak) ), we will in fact work with a finite alphabet in order to code a forest decomposed into patterns (F, .M, f). The words we are interested in are built with the symbols x, y, f, (,), xl, yl, )l, ft, x], x2, y2 ..... Xk, y~, )k, fk, x~.
We define a mapping sending each pattern to a word of the language /3. Then we see that this mapping yields a bijection from the set of forests of trees decomposed into patterns to a subset of C: the language s
I. Coding of a Pattern by a Word. A mapping t is defined recursively by the following rules:
9 A classical edge is mapped to y. 9 A semiedge is mapped to f. 9 A multiedge is mapped to o. 
t(vl)t(v2)...t(vp,)x t(at,)...t(al).
We obtain, for example, for the pattern M~:
~'"' ........ REMARK. If the pattern does not contain any multiedge or semiedge, we find the classical coding of a tree in the form of a sequence of the letters x, y.
We denote by/3 the language defined by the grammar 13 = x + 13f + 13o + 1313y. We define the height of a letter l, in the sequence w = t(M) as the difference of the number of letters x and the number of letters v that are located before I in w (the letter / inclusive).
We have the following proposition. The function b is actually defined on a larger set than the set of trees decomposed into patterns:
A tree cut by some patterns is a triple (T, .A4, f) for which 9 T is a tree, 9 M = ((Mi, al) ..... (Mk, ak)) is a multiset consisting of the list of patterns Mi, each pattern appearing with multiplicity ai. But unlike forests decomposed into patterns, here the ai's are integers that can also be equal to zero. In that case the value of Mi is not defined. 9 f is a bijective mapping satisfying u ~ ]1, kt, the restriction of f to the items of patterns found in (Mi, ai) cuts one by one the ag patterns M~ into T.
REMARK. If ((T), .
A//, f) is a tree decomposed into patterns, then (T, M, f) is a tree cut by some patterns. Therefore, if we define a coding for the trees cut by some patterns, this will be a coding for the trees decomposed into patterns.
Let .A4 = ((MI, al ), .... (Mk, ak) ) be a multiset, let T be a tree, and let f be a function whose restriction to the components of a pattern M = Mi of.A,4 splits this pattern into T. We define a mapping t' which depends on four arguments: a tree T, a pattern M, a mapping f, and a number i.
We denote by t' the function of the variables T, M, f, i where t' (T, M, .f, i ) is a word of the language C determined by 9 calculating t(M), 9 then replacing in t(M) all the letters o that correspond to a multiedge v of M by card.f (v) letters f surrounded by the symbols "(" and ")", 9 and finally adding to this word the index i as subscript on the first letter and as superscript on the last letter.
Noting by "." the concatenation of two sequences, we can define the function b recursively on the trees cut by some patterns as follows: Let (T, .A4, f) be a tree cut by some patterns and denote by i the number of patterns such that f maps the roots of the patterns Mi to the root of T. Then:
9 Otherwise, we divide the tree T into two parts: the vertices and edges of T that have as inverse image a vertex, a classical edge, a semiedge, or a multiedge of the same pattern Mi, and the other vertices and edges of T. This gives a set of vertices and edges T' and a set of trees that can be ordered according to the appearance of their roots in T: T( ..... T~ in postfix traversal. Therefore we have
where .Afj is the multisct ((Mr, bl.j Me into which f splits Tj, and fj is the restriction of the function f to the components that form the patterns of Jk(i.
EXAMPLES. We start with a simple example, let M~ be a pattern, let T be a tree:
let .A,4 = ((M1,7)), and let f be the mapping which maps seven times the root of Mi to a node of T. Then
We meet here the classical representation of a tree coded by a sequence in postfix order when we remove all subscripts and superscripts, the letters (, and ) and when we replace the letters f by y's.
Taking the pattern M~ and M2 as in the preceding section, and T and f such that For this tree we get
We can now define the language 79: The language 79 is equal to the image of the set of trees cut by some patterns under the mapping b.
Obviously, the language 79 is a subset of the language C. We will show that b defines a 1-1 correspondence between the trees cut by some patterns and the words of 79.
We say that a word of C satisfies the property of the patterns if:
9 The numbers of subscripts and of superscripts contained in the sequence are equal. 9 The value j of the ith subscript is equal to the value of the ith superscript. 9 The ith subscript comes before the ith superscript. and replacing all the edges f surrounded by the symbols ( and ) with the letter o, corresponds to a pattern Mj.
9 The patterns found are consistent, i.e. two patterns with the same number are equal, 9 There are no symbols appearing outside the representation of the patterns.
We say that a word of C satisfies the property of well-formed patterns if it satisfies the property of the patterns and if the numbers of the patterns read in this word form an increasing sequence starting at 1.
PROPOSITION 5. All words of 79 satisfy the property of the patterns. Moreover if ((T), .AA, f) is a tree decomposed into patterns then b((T, .A/l, f)) satisfies the property of well-formed patterns.
PROOF. This proposition follows directly from the constructive definition of the language D. We only introduce subscripts and superscripts when we want to code a pattern; in this case we replace in t(Mi) all o's that represent a multiedge v by a word formed by cardf (v)letters f surrounded by the two letters ( and ) . The representation of the patterns is coherent, since we always use the same multiset A4 to map the patterns into sequences.
Furthermore, if ((T), A,4, f) is a tree decomposed into patterns, we find in b((T, .A4, f)) the representation of all the patterns M i of .A4.
[]
We define now a projection mapping 9 that maps a word of the language C to a sequence of the letters x and y: 9 ~(u. v) = ~(u) 9 q~(v) ifu and v are words of the language C. 9 ~(u) = s: the empty word, if u is one of the following symbols (,), or )J. We say that 9 A sequence s satisfies the dominance property if and only if qb(s) is a l-dominated sequence (i.e., q~(s) is a word formed by a letter x followed by a left factor of a Dyck word). 9 A sequence s satisfies the strict dominance property if and only if s satisfies the dominance property and if q~(s) has one letter x more than y's (i.e., q~(s) is formed by a letter x followed by a Dyck word).
PROPOSITION 6. All words of 79 satisfy the strict dominance property.
PROOF. The proof is by induction on n, the number of vertices of T. b((Tp, Afp, fp) )) is therefore a l-dominated sequence that has p letters x more than y's. We saw in the previous section that the letters x and y contained in t (Mi) also form a l-dominated word. Remarking that there are exactly p letters f in t' (T, Mi, f, i) , finishes the proof.
[] We denote by 77' the language that contains the words w of the language C which satisfy the pattern and the strict dominance properties.
We now prove the following theorem: Assume that the theorem is true for all words of 79' that have less than N letters x and that w is a word of 79' with N letters x. We define a height h for each symbol r of w. This height is given by the difference of the number of letters x, xj, xJ and the number of letters y, y J, f, fJ that are located before the symbol r (inclusive). We call x[ the last symbol x, xj or xJ that has height 1.
Let i be the superscript that is on the last letter of w. First we search for the letter x' corresponding to the beginning of this pattern. Then we split w into two parts: 9 wl the symbols located before x' (x' exclusive). 9 w2 the symbols located after x' (x' inclusive).
Let p be the number of letters f in w2. Then the first letter of w2 has height p + 1. This allows us to decompose the word wt in p words 0f79' : wl =-ml 9 m2 ..... m t, where the words ml are formed by the letters between x[ (inclusive) and x;+ I (exclusive).
We now apply the induction hypothesis on the words m j ..... mp, which are words of 79', to obtain p trees cut by some patterns (T'I, .Mi, fJ) ...
.. (T/,, .A/~p, fp) such that b ( ( T ( , .A/', , f , ) ) = m, ..... b((T~;, fifp, .~,)) = mp.
To obtain a tree cut by some patterns (T, A//, f) that is an inverse image of w under b, we only have to map the word w2 to a pattern Mi and then connect the p edges that correspond to a letter f to the trees Tj' ..... Tp. This gives a tree T. The multiset .M is obtained by adding a pattern Mi to the multiset formed by concatenating the multisets .Ml ..... .M e. The function f is the function which acts on the components of Nj as did j~ for each j in 111, p[l, and maps correctly the components of Mi that were just added.
COROLLARY 1. The words of 79 are the words of C which satisfy the proper~ of the patterns and the strict dominance property.
PROOF. Propositions 5 and 6 prove that all words of 79 satisfy the strict dominance property and pattern property. Theorem 2 proves that for each word w of C which satisfies the pattern property and the strict dominance property there exists a tree cut by some patterns such that b((T, M, f)) = w. To prove it, we define a mapping b -I which maps such a word w to a tree cut by some patterns (T, .M, f) such that b((T, All, f)) = w. This function is such that for each tree cut by some patterns (T, 3.4 
, f), we get b -I (b((T, Ad~ f))) = (T, .M, f). This proves that b is bijective.
[] If we restrict this function to the trees decomposed into patterns, we get:
COROLLARY 2. The mapping b defines a 1-1 correspondence between the words of C, which satisfy the properties of well-formed patterns and of strict dominance, and the trees decomposed into patterns.
Coding a Forest ofTrees Decomposed into Patterns by a Word.
We now extend the coding of trees decomposed into patterns to forests of trees decomposed into patterns.
With the language D we can define the language S as the set of words of D* which satisfy the property of well-formed patterns (i.e., any word of g can be obtained by concatenating a finite number of words belonging to D and it satisfies the property of well-formed patterns). Now we can easily code a forest of trees decomposed into patterns (F, .M, f) into a word of the language g. We denote:
9 Tl ..... Tp is the list of trees which defines the forest F. 9 A~/is the multiset formed by the patterns of .A4 that are mapped by f to the elements of T/. 9 fi is the restriction of f to the basic items of A~i.
Then it is sufficient, in fact, to return the word 
b'((F, .A4, f)) = b((Tt,.N], fl)).'"' .b((Tp,A/'p, fp)).
Using Proposition 6 it is easy to see that we obtain a coding of forests of trees decomposed into patterns by words of S.
4. The Generation Algorithm. We now show how a word of s corresponding to a forest of p trees whose patterns are .A4 = ((M1, al) ..... (Mk, aD) can be generated randomly and with uniform distribution.
We proceed in four steps: we begin by mixing the patterns, then we add a certain number of edges, apply the cycle lemma [DZ2] in order to get a word of s and finally we build the forest decomposed into patterns that corresponds to this word. All these steps have a complexity in O(n) where n is the number of nodes which are in A.4. [N] list [N] 
Mixing the

= list[i] //the array contains the desired mixture of the patterns
After the mixing has been done, we replace the patterns Mi by their representations as words of C and their letters o by the word 0. Thus we obtain a word of C which satisfies the property of well-formed patterns.
The algorithm mixes the s patterns uniformly (see [VIT] for a proof of the validity of this algorithm).
Insertion of the Missed Edges.
In this step we add certain edges to the sequence w just obtained. We introduce the following variables: 9 n the number of vertices in A//, 9 e the number of classical edges in .AA, 9 c the number of semiedges in A//, 9 d the number of multiedges in .A//.
The forest that we wish to obtain has p trees. Therefore the corresponding word of g has to have n -p symbols y and f. The sequence w has already e + c of these symbols. We consider two cases: Ifn -p < e +c, then we stop. There is no forest decomposed into patterns (F, .A4, f) such that F is a forest of p trees that has n vertices.
If n -p > e + c, then we add n -p-e-c symbols y or f to the sequence w. However, we can only add some letters f, and since these letters f can be only inserted between two letters "(" and ")" which correspond to a multiedge, we have d possible places.
We distribute the n -p -e -c missed letters f on the d places with repetitions allowed. Therefore, we get PROOF. We start with a sequence that has n letters x, xj and x/and e -k-c letters y, y J, f and fJ and add n -p -e -c letters f. Therefore the resulting sequence has n letters x, xj and xj j and n -p letters y, y J, f and fJ.
A=(S)(n+d-p-e-c-
The sequence is formed by concatenating the s patterns of A/l, then by adding f letters between the letters 0 in the positions that correspond to multiedges. Therefore the sequence can only 9 begin with a symbol that represents the beginning of a pattern, 9 satisfy the property of well-formed patterns, and 9 contain the subsequences which code the s patterns of A//.
Since we just showed that the algorithm generates A sequences with uniform probability, we only have to verify that it does not leave out any sequences. We take therefore a sequence that satisfies the properties of Theorem 3: it has subsequences, that represent the al patterns MI ..... ak patterns Mk. Also it has n letters x, xj and xJ, and satisfies the property of well-formed patterns. This sequence can therefore be produced by first mixing the s patterns of A//, then by adding n -p -e -c letters f in the d places that correspond to the d multiedges of A//. So it can be constructed with" our algorithm. [] 4.3. Application of the Cycle Lemma. The sequence w that we just constructed in the previous section satisfies all properties of the words of L" except for one: the dominance property.
We now show how a sequence with n letters x, xj, x~ and n -p letters y, yJ, f, fJ can be transformed into a word of g.
For this, we recall the definition of cyclic permutations: A cyclic permutation is a mapping which maps a word v formed by the symbols al, a2 ..... ar-l , ar ..... air I to a word v' = ar 9 " " alvla j 9 9 9 ar-I , where r is an integer from I!, I vii! (i.e., the ith symbol of v' is equal to the ((i + r -2) mod I vl + 1)th symbol of v). PROOF. This lemma appeared first in [DM] . Since then many proofs have been found (see also [DZ2] for the history). We give only one here: the proof of [DZ2] which was inspired by the paper of Silberger [SI] .
It consists in showing that removing two consecutive letters, x and y, does not change the number of cyclic permutations that we are looking for. By repeated application of this procedure, we get a sequence that consists of p letters x. This sequence can be transformed into a l-dominated sequence (i.e., one x followed by a left Dyck factor) by p cyclic permutations.
We then have the following theorem:
THEOREM 4. There exist p cyclic permutations that transform the sequence w into a word of C.
PROOF. Consider the given sequence w and denote u = q~ (w) (where qb is the mapping defined in the previous paragraph that projects the letters x, xj, xJ to the letter x and the letters y, y J, f and fJ to y). Theorem 3 implies that the sequence u consists of n letters x and n -p letters y. We apply Lemma ! to show that there exist p cyclic permutations which transform u into a l-dominated sequence. Now we look for cyclic permutations that transform w into a sequence that satisfies the dominance property and begins with a letter x, xj or xJ. Let t be one of these permutations. The word ~(t(w) ) is then a I-dominated sequence that can be obtained by a cyclic permutation tj acting on the word u. If we also require that the first letter x of t (w) corresponds via qb to the first letter of tl (u), then the cyclic permutation tl is uniquely determined by the choice of t.
We can also show that the choice of a cyclic permutation tl uniquely determines a cyclic permutation t that transforms the word w into a word t (w) which satisfies the dominance property. We have therefore as many cyclic permutations that transform w into a word satisfying the dominance property as we have cyclic permutations that transform u into a l-dominated word, i.e., p.
It only remains to be seen that these p cyclic permutations indeed give words of s We denote by w' a word of C obtained by applying to w one of the p cyclic permutations. The sequence w' satisfies the dominance property and begins with one of the letters x, xj or xJ. We still have to check that w' satisfies the property of well-formed patterns and that the patterns contained in w' correspond to the list A//. We use Proposition 2 for this. This proposition shows that the representation of a pattern in the form of a word of C satisfies the property of strict dominance. Thus, the representation of a pattern cannot be cut in two by the transformation of w into w'.
[] The third step of our algorithm is to choose randomly one of the p cyclic permutations that transform w into a word of s (with probability l/p). Then this transformation is applied to w. This gives: PROOF. Let T be a binary tree with 2n + I vertices. Then it is easy to see that T has n inner vertices and n + 1 leaves, If we try to define a function .f that splits the patterns of.AA in T, then we have only one choice. We have to associate n + ] times a leaf of T to the vertex of the pattern Mj and n times an inner vertex of T and its children to the components of the patterns 1t42.
EXAMPLE. If we take .A4 = ((Ml, 3), (M2, 2)) and T as indicated below:
M1
M2 T
then there exists only one tree decomposed into patterns ((T), A/l, f):
We obtain a linear algorithm that generates uniformly a binary tree of size 2n + 1. Indeed, we only have to generate a tree decomposed into patterns ((T), .hA, f) with .A4 = ((e, n + 1), (M2, n)) and then keep only the tree T.
Generating Forests with p k-ary Trees and kn + p Vertices .
We use the fact that these forests are in 1-1 correspondence with the forests decomposed into patterns (F, .A4, f) where F is a forest with p trees and A/[ = ((MI, (k -l)n + p), (M2, n)). Here M2 stands for a pattern corresponding to a k-ary vertex:
..//'>.. We take .A4 = and for F a forest of p trees. 6. Conclusion. We have designed a linear algorithm that randomly generates a forest of trees decomposed into patterns. This algorithm allows us to generate most of the trees of interest: k-ary trees, arbitrary trees, trees with n internal vertices and 1 leaves ..... All forests with simple, closed enumeration formulae are within the scope of this method. Unfortunately, the generation of a unary-binary tree requires a different approach (see [A] ). Our algorithm can be implemented on parallel computers, and then allows the generation of a word of ~7 corresponding to a tree split by a pattern with worst-case complexity in O(Log2(n)) [AS] . The generation of strings is done in [FZC] with different tools.
